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Ever-increasing complexity of cities
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Urbanization has
occurred in all major
areas, yet Africa and
Asia remain mostly
rural

Figure 3.
Urban and rural population as proportion of total population, by major areas, 1950–2050

A. Population growth and mass urbanization
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Ever-increasing complexity of cities
B. New forms of urban organization
Monocentricity

Polycentricity
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Increasing uncertainties in urban planning and design

•

Urban mobility

•

Infrastructure design

•

Social sustainability
(social segregation, job accessibility)
…

•
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Urgent need for a quantitative
understanding of cities

Growing availability of human activity data
•

Mobile phone data

•

Smart card data from public transportation

•

GPS traces from vehicular devices

•

Location-based social networks
(Foursquare, Twitter, Flickr, Running Apps, etc.)

•

User-generated mapping projects (OpenStreetMap)

•

Open data provided by city governments

•

….
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1. Urban Scaling Laws

The scaling of socio-economic quantities with city size

Luís M.A. Bettencourt

Y ∝N

Geoffrey B. West

β

Exponent
City population size
Socio-economic quantity
(wages, patents, crime,
AIDS cases etc.)

β ≈ 1.15 > 1
L.M.A. Bettencourt et al.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (2007)

Greater population — !
„faster life and greater dividends“
Table 1. Scaling exponents for urban indicators vs. city size
!

95% CI

Adj-R2

Observations

Country–year

New patents
Inventors
Private R&D employment
)Supercreative) employment
R&D establishments
R&D employment
Total wages
Total bank deposits
GDP
GDP
GDP
Total electrical consumption
New AIDS cases
Serious crimes

1.27
1.25
1.34
1.15
1.19
1.26
1.12
1.08
1.15
1.26
1.13
1.07
1.23
1.16

'1.25,1.29(
'1.22,1.27(
'1.29,1.39(
'1.11,1.18(
'1.14,1.22(
'1.18,1.43(
'1.09,1.13(
'1.03,1.11(
'1.06,1.23(
'1.09,1.46(
'1.03,1.23(
'1.03,1.11(
'1.18,1.29(
[1.11, 1.18]

0.72
0.76
0.92
0.89
0.77
0.93
0.96
0.91
0.96
0.64
0.94
0.88
0.76
0.89

331
331
266
287
287
295
361
267
295
196
37
392
93
287

U.S. 2001
U.S. 2001
U.S. 2002
U.S. 2003
U.S. 1997
China 2002
U.S. 2002
U.S. 1996
China 2002
EU 1999–2003
Germany 2003
Germany 2002
U.S. 2002–2003
U.S. 2003

Total housing
Total employment
Household electrical consumption
Household electrical consumption
Household water consumption

1.00
1.01
1.00
1.05
1.01

'0.99,1.01(
'0.99,1.02(
'0.94,1.06(
'0.89,1.22(
'0.89,1.11(

0.99
0.98
0.88
0.91
0.96

316
331
377
295
295

U.S. 1990
U.S. 2001
Germany 2002
China 2002
China 2002

Gasoline sales
Length of electrical cables
Road surface

0.79
0.87
0.83

'0.73,0.80(
'0.82,0.92(
'0.74,0.92(

0.94
0.75
0.87

318
380
29

U.S. 2001
Germany 2002
Germany 2002

Y

≈15% per capita increase in wages, GDP, patents etc.
for each
city size318 ! U.S. 2001
Gasoline stations
0.77doubling
'0.74,0.81( of 0.93

L.M.A. Bettencourt et al.
Data sources are shown in SI Text. CI, confidence interval; Adj-R2, adjusted R2; GDP, gross domestic product.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (2007)

Network of human interactions as a
unifying mechanism?
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Superlinear scaling for innovation in cities
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Superlinear scaling in cities, which appears in sociological quantities such as economic productivity and
creative output relative to urban population size, has been observed, but not been given a satisfactory theoretical explanation. Here we provide a network model for the superlinear relationship between population size and
innovation found in cities, with a reasonable range for the exponent.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.79.016115
I. INTRODUCTION

PACS number!s": 89.65.Lm, 89.75.Da, 87.23.Ge

Due to the sociological nature of the variables being measured, it is natural to use a network model of a city, since it
is reasonable to assume that network effects must underlie
the superlinear scaling, as West and his colleagues have suggested #7,8$. For this, we draw on a recent class of models
that derives superlinear scaling and densification properties
from hierarchically organized networks #9$, adapting these
models to the present question of productivity.

It has been known for nearly 100 years that living things
obey scaling relationships. Kleiber first recognized that the
metabolic rates of different mammals scale according to their
masses raised to a 3 / 4 power #1$. More recently, West and
his colleagues have provided a theoretical explanation for
Received 4 Dec 2012 | Accepted 30 Apr 2013 | Published 4 Jun 2013
DOI: 10.1038/ncomms2961 this scaling law, as well as for many other allometric laws
found in biology #2,3$. Their theory is based upon the fractal
branching networks !such as circulatory systems" found in
II. MODEL AND RESULTS
all living things, whose function is to convey energy and
nutrients to all parts of the organism. They argue that the
We first assume that all social interactions and relationlarger
the organism, the more efficient the system that can be
REPORTS
ships are arranged in a hierarchical tree structure #9–11$. Picconstructed to provide energy, thereby yielding the observed
ture a binary tree, or in general, a tree where each branch
sublinear exponent of 3 / 4.
splits into b new branches !Fig. 1". For example, in a city,
More recently, West and his team examined a variety of
each person is in a household, and there are many houseWei Pan1, Gourab Ghoshal1,w, Coco Krumme1, Manuel Cebrian1,2,3 & Alex Pentland1 properties of cities. They found that cities, which have long holds on a block, many blocks in a neighborhood, and so
been compared to living things #4–6$, obey scaling relationships as well
to living things, cities have ecoLuís#7$.
M.Similar
A. Bettencourt
TABLE I. A variety of urban quantities and their exponents. For
nomics of scale, yielding sublinear scaling for such quantiinstance, if y denotes the number of gas stations in a city of poputies as the number of gas stations within a city as a function
lation
N, thesocieties,
data show your
= cN!ability
, with ! %
Table from BettenDespite
the increasing
importance
cities in human
to0.77.
understand
them
of its population.
In other
words, you need
fewer gas of
stations
court et al. #7$.
Motivated by empirical evidence on the interplay between geography, population density and
per personscientifically
in a bigger city.
Examples
of them
such scaling
laws has remained limited. The greatest difficulties to
and
manage
in practice
are shown any
in thescientific
upper portion
of TabletoI. cities have resulted from their many interdependent facets, as social,
societal interaction, we propose a generative process for the evolution of social structure in
approach
Urban indicators !y"
Exponent !!"
On the other hand, cities also exhibit superlinear scaling,
economic,
infrastructural,
andquantities.
spatial complex
systems that exist in similar but changing
forms
cities. Our analytical and simulation results predict both super-linear scaling of social-tie
which appears in relation to sociological
As
Gasoline stations
0.77
over
a huge
scales. ofHere,
show how
all cities may evolve according to a 0.79
small set
shown in the
lower
part ofrange
Table I,of
properties
cities Irelated
density and information contagion as a function of the population. Here we demonstrate that
Gasoline sales
to economic
and creative
havelocally.
exponents
ofproductivity
basic principles
thatoutput
operate
A theoretical
framework
the
Length of electrical
cableswas developed to predict
0.87
our model provides a robust and accurate fit for the dependency of city characteristics with
that are allaverage
found to cluster
1 and
with the mean properties of cities as a set of scaling relations that
social,between
spatial,
and1.5,infrastructural
Road surface
0.83
around 1.2. Thus, the productivity per person increases as a
city-size, ranging from individual-level dyadic interactions (number of acquaintances, volume
apply to all urban systems. Confirmation of these
predictions was observed for thousands
of
New patents
1.27
city gets larger. However, this superlinear scaling has not
of communication) to population level variables (contagious disease rates, patenting activity,
1.25 of urban
worldwide,
from many
urban systems atInventors
different levels of development. Measures
been givencities
a satisfactory
mathematical
explanation.
Private R&D employment
1.34
Here weefficiency,
suggest a theoretical
for between
the super- socioeconomic
capturingexplanation
the balance
outputs and infrastructural costs,
economic productivity and crime) without the need to appeal to heterogeneity, modularity,
linear relationship
between
population
size andofinnovation
Supercreative
employment
1.15
were
shown
to
be
independent
city
size
and
might
be
a
useful
means
to
evaluate
urban
specialization or hierarchy.
found in cities, with a reasonable range for the exponent.
R&D establishments
1.19
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Urban characteristics attributable to
density-driven tie formation

The Origins of Scaling in Cities

planning strategies.
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ities exist, in recognizable but
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shs7@cornell.edu forms, over an enormous range
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R&D employment
1.26
Total wages
1.12
Total bank deposits
1.08
their ability
changing
GDP form rather than function, which limit
1.15

of scales
(1), from small towns with just a few
016115-1
people to the gigantic metropolis of Tokyo, with
more than 35 million inhabitants. Many parallels
have been suggested between cities and other
complex systems, from river networks (2) and
biological organisms (3–6) to insect colonies
(1, 7) and ecosystems (8). The central flaw of all
these arguments is their emphasis on analogies of
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to help us understand and plan cities.
Recently, our increasing ability to collect and
©2009 The American Physical Society
share data on many aspects of urban life has
begun to supply us with better clues to the properties of cities, in terms of general statistical patterns of land use, urban infrastructure, and rates
of socioeconomic activity (6, 9–13). These empirical observations have been summarized across
several disciplines, from geography to economics, in terms of how different urban quantities
(such as the area of roads or wages paid) depend
on city size, usually measured by its population, N.

The evidence from many empirical studies
over the past 40 years points to there being no
special size to cities, so that most urban properties, Y, vary continuously with population size
and are well described mathematically on average by power-law scaling relations of the form
Y ¼ Y0 N b ; where Y0 and b are constants in N.
The surprise, perhaps, is that cities of different
sizes do have very different properties. Specifically, one generally observes that rates of social quantities (such as wages or new inventions)
increase per capita with city size (11, 12) (superlinear scaling, b ¼ 1 þ d > 1; with d ≃ 0:15),
whereas the volume occupied by urban infrastructure per capita (roads, cables, etc.) decreases
(sublinear scaling, b ¼ 1 − d < 1) (Fig. 1). Thus,
these data summarize familiar expectations that
larger cities are not only more expensive and
congested, but also more exciting and creative
when compared to small towns.
These empirical results also suggest that, despite their apparent complexity, cities may actually
be quite simple: Their average global properties
may be set by just a few key parameters (12, 13).
However, the origin of these observed scaling
relations and an explanation for the interdependences between spatial, infrastructural, and social
facets of the city have remained a mystery.
Here, I develop a unified and quantitative
framework to understand, at a theoretical level,
how cities operate and how these interdependencies arise. Consider first the simplest model
of a city with circumscribing land area A and

Growing availability of human activity data
•

Mobile phone data

Mobile phone data - exemplary data sources
•

Open data
•

•

•

Italy - Telecom Italia Open BigData Initiative
http://theodi.fbk.eu/openbigdata

Big data research competitions
•

Ivory Coast - Orange D4D Challenge 2013
http://www.d4d.orange.com/en/Accueil

•

Senegal - Orange D4D Challenge 2015
http://www.d4d.orange.com/en/Accueil

•

Italy - Telecom Italia BigData Challenge 2015
http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/en/bigdatachallenge.html

(Telco providers and data analytics companies)

Voronoi diagram generated from the tower locations.
g each tower to the municipality where its coverage area is most extensive, we assigned
residence municipality. We compared the number of users to the municipality population
the Instituto Nacional de Estatstica 2001 Census [1] (depicted in Fig. 1), and found linear
h share of about 5.5% for municipalities with at least 10000 people (see Fig. 2). The
How to assess to
scaling
of social
networks
d for smaller municipalities
could be attributed
the
approximate
manner in which the
Urban scaling laws
Case study
Analysis of call detail records
Network construction
ween towers and municipalities
took place.
Conclusions
Connectivity structure
Scalingdistribution
relations
ing the home locations, we evaluated the
of distances between users’ home
ound a distribution centered around 10 km, and with most distances concentrated between

Lets look into the data!

study

Municipality Population Density

Legend
Municipality Population Density (per sqm)
popden
6.533800 - 22.585600
22.585601 - 50.634300
50.634301 - 101.431000

Several millions of anonymized
call detail records (CDRs) from
Portugal for a period of
≈15 months

101.431001 - 210.998001
210.998002 - 7328.000000

0
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Figure 1. Portugal’s Municipality population density.

similar approach, we also considered all calls made between 9am and 5pm, and selected
ent tower id each user had at call time, defining it as the user’s work tower.

Call detail records (CDRs)
•

Anonymized ID (surrogate number) of the caller

•

Anonymized ID of the callee

•

Start time of the call

•

Duration of the call

•

The locations of the antennas routing the call

Analysis of call detail records
Conclusions

Network construction
Connectivity structure
Scaling relations

Step I: Constructing the communication network
Inferring the interaction network

Anonymized call detail records (CDR) for a period of 11 months
Node ⇤ Mobile phone user
(Reciprocal) link ⇤ (Reciprocal) call between two users
Mobile phone
Node
Considering
only theuser
largest connected component
(LCC)
⇥ Network with 2 Mio nodes and 10 Mio links, spanning the
entire
country call
Link
Reciprocal

between two users
Portugal data:
1.6 Mio nodes
6.8 Mio links

J.P. Onnela, 2007
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Human interactions

M. Schläpfer et al. Royal Society Interface, 2014

Nodal clustering
Clustering
coefficient:
Clustering
coefficient
Probability that one‘s contacts are also connected
Probability
that one’s connections are also
with
each other.

connec

tworks

be measured for a network of n vertime O(mn) using simple breadthcalled a “burning algorithm” in the
Table II, we show values of taken
r a variety of different networks. As
values are in all cases quite small—
e number n of vertices, for instance.
FIG. 5 Illustration of the definition of the clusterin
of is problematic in networks that
cient C, Eq. (3). This network has one triangle an
component.
In such
cases, athere
connected
triples, and
has acoefficient
clustering coeffi
As larger cities
provide
larger pool
of people,
thetherefore
clustering
3
at should
have nodecrease
connectingifpath.
Con3
1/8
=
. The
individual vertices have local cl
i
8
contacts were established
at random.
ns infinite geodesic distance to such
coefficients, Eq. (5), of 1, 1, 61 , 0 and 0, for a mea
13
value of also becomes infinite. To
Eq. (6), of C = 30
.
e usually defines on such networks

number of triangles connected
C =
number of triples centered on

Nodal clustering
0.6
0.55

Portugal
Statistical Cities
Larger Urban Zones
Municipalities

0.5
0.45
0.4

UK
Urban Audit Cities

⟨C ⟩

0.35
0.3

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0 3
10

4

10
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10
N

6

10

7
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!

• Average clustering is an invariant of city size.
• Even in large cities we live in groups that are as tightly knit as those in
small towns or ‘villages’.
Schläpfer M. et al., J Royal Soc Interface, 11(98):20130789, 2014

Acceleration of spreading processes
Susceptible-infected (SI) model

Lisbon, N = 564,657

Meda, N = 2193

Findings limited to a subset of the overall population
(demographics)...?
Just more mobile phone usage in larger cities...?
National peculiarities?
...

Potential ‚hidden‘ biases

Test on different data sets
•
•
•
•
•

UK, mobile phones and landlines (Schläpfer et al. 2014)
Ivory Coast, mobile phones (Andris and Bettencourt, 2014)
„Unnamed“ European Country, mobile phones (Llorente, 2015)
US and Europe, Twitter data (Tizzoni, 2015)
Switzerland, mobile phones (Büchel and von Ehrlich, 2016)
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2. Urban Structure: Building Heights and Shapes
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Building functional cities

M

Downloaded from http://science.sciencemag.org/ on November 21, 2016

M

ost cities in the developed world use
land in an orderly pattern that allows
cities to achieve high productivity. For
example, businesses mainly reside in a
central business district (CBD), and residential neighborhoods have regular layouts
with high densities near the center and lower
densities further out (1). In contrast, many cities
in developing nations have office towers bordered
by slums, scattered fringe developments, and a
consequent lack of connectivity between firms,
workers, and consumers. Such cities are viewed as
nonfunctional (2), with large numbers of people
in informal settlements [62% of the African urban
population according to (3)], poor transport infrastructure and limited ability to commute (4), and
low worker productivity (5).
Here, we explore factors that may underlie
nonfunctionality of many cities in the developing
world. We analyze how construction decisions
made under weak and corrupt institutions can be
a driver of nonfunctionality. The built environment resulting from these decisions accounts for
two-thirds of produced capital in developing
countries (6) and is long lived. As such, weak
institutions undermine the competitiveness of
cities, and thus, bad decisions made today have
effects that last for generations. We first discuss recent model results and then use Nairobi,
Kenya—a city of about 5 million people that is
growing at a rate of 3 to 4% per year—to map out
how the built environment has changed and to
explore ways in which it appears to deviate from
an efficient pattern, with insufficient building
volume through most of the city.
In a recent study (hereafter referred to as
HRV) (7), we developed a general model of the
dynamics of economically efficient urban land
use and of key elements that impede efficient
urban development. To do so, we adapted a
standard urban model to a growth context and
the circumstances of developing countries. The
model captures rapid population growth and
two types of housing technology: Formal housing, in which capital is sunk, buildings are long-

requires land ownership rights to be formalized
to mitigate the risk of expropriation. Land rights
are often unclear because of coexisting systems
of private ownership (some illegal or quasi-legal),
communal ownership, and government ownership. Competing claims may result in lengthy
court cases. Slum areas are particularly complex,
lived, and construction decisions (such as buildU R BA N PLA NET
with “planning or regulatory powers... split being height) are based on expectations of future
tween a galaxy of private sector actors, landlords,
rents; and informal, or slum settlement, where
chiefs and bureaucrats, and gangs” (9). Land
construction is flexible or adjustable over time
administration is subject to corruption. The
(e.g., through use of corrugated iron sheets), buildPERSPECTIVE
Kenyan elite has been guilty of land-grabbing,
ing a single story is cheap, but building high is
with a government inquiry alleging that the
very expensive. This distinction is illustrated in
land allocation process has been subject to corNairobi, where 57% of slum dwellings are made of
rupt and fraudulent practices and “outright plunsheet metal and 15% of mud and wood, whereas
der” (10). As a result, the cost and feasibility of
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1
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higher building heights in the formal sector as a city grows. We analyze the evolution of Nairobi
Studying these inefficiencies requires data on
and structures become successively taller and
using a unique high–spatial resolution data set. The analysis suggests insufficient building
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denser as the city grows and land values increase.
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sidential neighborhoods have regular layouts
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densities further out (1). In contrast, many cities
sheet metal and 15% of mud and wood, whereas
in developing nations have office towers bordered
90% of formal residences are made of stone, brick,
by slums, scattered fringe developments, and a
or cement block (8).
consequent lack of connectivity between firms,
In the efficient outcome in the model, slums
workers, and consumers. Such cities are viewed as
form at the edge of the city, where land is cheap.
nonfunctional (2), with large numbers of people
As the city grows, old slums are converted to
in informal settlements [62% of the African urban
formal settlement and new ones form on the expopulation according to (3)], poor transport infrapanding edge. Formal sector development is substructure and limited ability to commute (4), and
ject to periodic demolition and reconstruction,
low worker productivity (5).
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the competitiveness of
cities, and thus, bad decisions made today have
effects that last for generations. We first dissciencemag.org SCIENCE
cuss recent model results and then use Nairobi,
Kenya—a city of about 5 million people that is
growing at a rate of 3 to 4% per year—to map out
how the built environment has changed and to

main sources of inefficiency in the dynamics of
city development. One arises from the difficulty
of forming expectations; for example, pessimism
about future city growth undermines willingness
to invest and leads to a lower, more sprawling
city. The other is institutional obstacles in the
process of converting slum developments to
formal sector usage.
There are many such institutional obstacles.
Formal sector development requires financing
and enforcement of contracts, which in turn
requires land ownership rights to be formalized
to mitigate the risk of expropriation. Land rights
are often unclear because of coexisting systems
of private ownership (some illegal or quasi-legal),
communal ownership, and government ownership. Competing claims may result in lengthy
court cases. Slum areas are particularly complex,
with “planning or regulatory powers... split between a galaxy of private sector actors, landlords,
chiefs and bureaucrats, and gangs” (9). Land
administration is subject to corruption. The
Kenyan elite has been guilty of land-grabbing,
with a government inquiry alleging that the
land allocation process has been subject to corrupt and fraudulent practices and “outright plunder” (10). As a result, the cost and feasibility of
conversion to legal formal usage varies depending on a plot’s history; plots with high conversion
costs remain informal much longer. A spatial
jumble of land rights and conversion costs results in a hodgepodge of uses, land-use intensities, and stages of redevelopment throughout
the city, including close to the center.
Studying these inefficiencies requires data on
individual buildings and the ability to track them
through time to quantify the potential loss of
building space. Such data are generally difficult
to obtain. For our Nairobi study, we used a
building footprint data set based on extremely
high-resolution aerial photos (well under 50-cm
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of urban land use with both formal and slum dwellings and ongoing urban redevelopment to
higher building heights in the formal sector as a city grows. We analyze the evolution of Nairobi
using a unique high–spatial resolution data set. The analysis suggests insufficient building
volume through most of the city and large slum areas with low housing volumes near the center,
where corrupted institutions deter conversion to formal sector usage.

Generating simple 3D city models
DSM

DSM - DEM
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B

Building polygons
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Elevation (feet)
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48
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Height above ground (feet)
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DSM: Digital surface model
DEM: Digital elevation model
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Height prediction from urban scaling theory
For cities to be functional:

Building height
Population size
Scaling exponent
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Building heights distribution
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3. Urban Dynamics:
Movement of People in Cities

‚Collective‘ movements in cities

Source: New York Time Lapse by Dimid Vazhnik, 2015

Individual trajectories from mobile phone data
User ID, Timestamp, Cell tower ID

20:10
22:20

19:00

12:30
13:00
11:30

1. How many people visit a given location?
2. From how far do they come?
3. How often do they visit?

Lets look into the data!
•

Greater Boston area

•

≈2 Mio. mobile phone users over 4 months

•

≈109 location based records per month (triangulation)

•

46,210 locations (500m x 500m grid cells)

Quantifying the attractiveness of locations
1 visit per month

2 visits per month

3 visits per month

r visiting distance (km)
f visiting frequency (visits per month)
Brightness of pixel: number of visitors, q(r,f)

Increasing visiting distance

Increasing visiting frequency

Increasing visiting frequency
Increasing visiting distance

Dimensional analysis

Travel
speed
Socioeconomic features

Increasing visiting frequency
Increasing visiting distance

Newbury Street, Boston

Newbury Street, Boston

Example (v = 20km/month):
number of visitors coming from 5 km and 4 times a month
=
number of visitors coming from 10 km and 2 times a month
=
number of visitors coming from 20 km and once a month

What is the functional relation between:
• number of visitors,!
• their travel distance from home,!
• their visiting frequency?
Fluid dynamic model

Dimensional argument

Theoretical expectation

Number of visitors !

∝!

[travel distance x visiting frequency]-2

Number of visitors !

∝!

[travel distance x visiting frequency]-2

Schläpfer, Szell, Ratti, West (in preparation)

1. How many people visit a given location?
2. From how far do they come?
3. How often do they visit?

1. How many
2. From
3. How often

1. How many people visit a given location?
predicts

From how far do they come.

predicts

How often do they visit.

Greater Boston

Portugal
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39
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−10
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−8
−7
Longitude
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Senegal
14.9

14.8

Latitude

Dakar
14.7

14.6

14.5

14.4
−17.6

Population (grid cell)
>2000
1001−2000
501−1000
201−500
101−200
51−100
21−50
10−20
<10
−17.4
−17.2
Longitude

−17

−16.8

Singapore
1.55
1.5
1.45

Latitude

1.4
1.35
1.3
Population (grid cell)
>1000
5001−10000
1001−5000
501−1000
100−500
<100

1.25
1.2
1.15

103.6

103.7

103.8
103.9
Longitude

104
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Locations with ‚anomalous‘ behavior

4. Application: Infrastructure design

Electrification planning
in developing countries

Electrification rates in Senegal
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Fig. 2. Level of electrification in Voronoi polygons defined by the location
of the mobile phone towers. The locations of the settlements (cities, villages,

IV

Using information from mobile phone infrastructure
to facilitate electrification

Mobile phone data as a proxy for
electricity demand
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But not only…
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Trips to non−electrified areas
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Electrification technology optioneering:
techno-economic analysis

§ Medium voltage
electricity grid
extension

§ Diesel-based microgrid
installa7on

§ Tradi7onal and

minimalis7c solar
photovoltaic system

The model and equations are in the paper ;)

Key(output:(
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Electrification recommendations
City(
Town(
Village(

Recommended%op.on%
MV(grid(extension(
Microgrid(
PV(or(Microgrid(

Martinez-Cesena, Mancarella, Ndiaye, Schläpfer
D4D Challenge 2015, First Prize (best overall) and Energy Prize

Take home:!
urban ‚big‘ data
„Don’t“s

„Do“s

give new insights per se

allow testing „old“ ideas
- reveal hidden regularities

are free of ‚hidden‘ biases

cover large parts of
the population
objective measurements

Take home:!
urban ‚big‘ data
„Don’t“s

„Do“s

give new insights per se

allow testing „old“ ideas

are free of ‚hidden‘ biases

cover large parts of
the population
objective measurements

Thank you!"
Markus Schläpfer — schlaepfer@arch.ethz.ch

